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Today, 99% of retailers offer discounts to customers to get loyalty.  This 
actually makes customers price-sensitive and damages loyalty. Moreover, 
most retailers and FMCG brands still use “spray and pray” marketing with 

a low or unmeasurable return on their investment.

RETAIL TODAY
Retailers engage with customer segments 

rather than individuals

Volume-focused

Discount-oriented

Consumers 
not 

individuals

Share-of-
Wallet 

not Value

Manufactured 
Loyalty



In this day and age, thanks to Big Data Information Technology, retailers 

have a distinct advantage; they can now treat their customers as 

shopkeepers did in tiny villages centuries ago. They can offer individually 

differentiated services to each individual shopper. 

But most retailers are nowhere close to offering this style of a 

personalised shopping experience. 

RETAIL TOMORROW

Hyper-personalisation uses  browsing, purchasing, and real-time behavioural 

data from a variety of channels to more precisely tailor content, products, and 

services to customers. It’s about getting to know your customers and giving 

them what they want as quickly as possible. 
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Are you ready for the hyper-personalisation of 
retail?

What does hyper-personalization mean?



ShopperLogiQTM is a next-generation automated end-to-end 

platform that uses predictive analytics and big data to reward 

shoppers for guided shopping behaviour. This service can be 

used to augment an existing loyalty programme and shifts 

emphasis away from price discounting to rewarding shoppers. 

The platform generates personally 

tailored offers for shoppers that are 

relevant and meaningful to them while 

maximising value for retailers and 

brands.

Personalisation

ShopperLogiQTM enables 

communication with customers on a 

one-to-one basis that shows you 

understand them and are paying 

attention to their needs. 

Direct communication

The ShopperLogiQTM campaign portal 

guides retailers and suppliers/brand 

owners through the process of 

reviewing and approving proposed 

campaigns and supports collaboration 

between the parties.

Automated platform

Active campaigns are monitored and 

measured while in progress and 

evaluated when they are complete.

Campaign diagnostics

MARKETING TO 
INDIVIDUALS Customer-focused



Right products

Identify the right product combinations to 

increase sales

Right offers

Product offers are based on individual transaction

history and purchasing behaviour

Right shoppers

Tailored offers are sent to matched individual 

shoppers at the right time

WHAT DOES 
SHOPPERLOGIQTM DO?

Predictive: big data and machine learning 

generate offers and forecast outcomes

Simple & automatic: runs continuously with POS and 

inventory data to create offers

Increased turnover: higher returns than

traditional approaches

Improved margin: no need to reduce margin for 

products on promotion. Retailers and brands invest in 

campaigns based on predicted ROI

More customers more often: higher campaign volumes 

drive feet through your door

Transparency: everything is tracked and measured

Features & Benefits

We deliver win-win offers for shoppers, 
retailers and brands

Right rewards

Thank your shoppers with relevant, significant 

and meaningful rewardsS H O P P E R L O G I Q 2 0 2 0 . A L L  R I G H T S



Campaign creation

Sales and inventory data from retail 

channels, together with customer 

identifier is fed into the Big Data 

repository. Predictive models are 

used to identify the best product 

combinations to promote.

Campaigns are tracked, monitored 

and measured while in progress and 

evaluated on completion including a 

diagnostic breakdown on campaign 

performance against invested funds.

Campaign evaluation

Potential campaigns are presented 

and the retailer and/or the 

supplier/brand owner can review or 

discard the offers proposed.

Campaign approval

HOW DOES SHOPPERLOGIQTM WORK?

Campaign funding

The retailer and/or the 

supplier/brand owner deposit 

funding into a pre-paid marketing 

wallet via the ShopperLogiQ portal.

Offers are communicated to 

identified shoppers via sms, email 

or in-app notification. These 

shoppers qualify for rewards by 

purchasing the products included 

in each offer, while providing their 

customer identifier.

Communication & reward



SHOPPERLOGIQTM

TRANSCENDS LOYALTY

The ShopperLogiQTM predictive analytics 

platform allows retailers to identify the 

offers which would drive member 

investment in existing loyalty programmes.

Deepen the value of loyalty

ShopperLogiQTM can be used to increase 

new recruits to existing loyalty 

programmes. If you don’t know your 

shoppers at all, we have the tools to help 

you.

Build membership recruitment

ShopperLogiQTM reinforces existing retail 
loyalty programmes by enriching customer 

insights and individual engagement



ShopperLogiQTM provides a user 

friendly interface for retailers to view, 

automate and track shopper 

marketing campaigns.

Campaign automation and 
tracking

THE 
PLATFORM

FlickPayTM is a mobile e-wallet 

which provides shoppers with a 

way to receive, accumulate and 

cash-in their offer rewards.

Mobile e-wallet

One-to-one relationships: treats every 

shopper as an individual and offers them 

what they want 

Ease of collaboration: simplified online 

collaboration with retail buyers. No need for 

face-to-face negotiations as the system 

recommends the best win-win positions.

Immediacy: reward shoppers shortly after 

shopping at your store and in a variety of 

reward formats.

Confidence: predicted campaigns with ROI 

estimates guide investment to most 

profitable campaigns

Why ShopperLogiQTM?



www.innervation.co.za

sales@innervation.co.za

RETURN TO ONE
Bring your business into the 21st century with 

ShopperLogiQTM


